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Geographical aspects
From Hutereau to Vörbichler

Historical aspects
Archives (Hutereau data & wax rolls)
Genetics, archeology, anthropology & linguistics

Data Hackett (ms), Van Bülck (1952), Schebesta & Burssens [ms 1954-1955], 
Vörbichler (1965, 1971, 1979), Brison (1968), Stocks (1988) [Vörbichler], Carpaneto & 
Germi (1989), Ichikawa & Terashima (2003), Ichikawa (ms), Kilian-Hatz (2019) 
[Schebesta ms], personal field notes (1987, 1988, 1990, 1992).

Questions Mbuti who are they?
Asua & Efe > Central Sudanic
Sua, Kango, Tshwa > Bantu
Sound systems, Lexicon, Morphology
Ituri and the Western rift valley



Geographical aspects
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Geographical
aspects

Sua1 & Bila 

m̀búúté : Pygmy
m̀bóótè  : Okapi



Mbuti

Schebesta (1952, 1953)

Bila > m̀bútí : Pygmy
> m̀bótè : Okapi (Okapi or Oʔapi is the name in Lese and Efe)

Burssens (1954)

Bila > m̀búúté : Pygmy
> m̀bóótè : Okapi

Aka by speakers of the Mangbetu and Ubanguian (Mayogo) languages. Basa by 
the Mangbetu

Tiki Tiki by the Zande
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Terashima & Ichikawa 2003
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Bali Bila
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Archeological records demonstrate that the Congo basin has been densely and 
continuously inhabited by human population for at least 45,000 years (Mercader 
2003, Hewlett 2014).

Knowing whether Pygmy populations, have a common or independent origin is 
essential to understanding whether biological features specific to several Pygmy 
populations evolved recently and separately in each population or whether these 
features were inherited from a common ancient ancestral population (Hewlett 2014).

• What was the language of this ancestral population?

The peopling  of Central Africa and the origins of Pygmy and non-Pygmy populations 
remain widely unknown (Hewlett 2014).

Historical aspects



The genetic diversity and origins of Pygmies

Using a reduced number of genetic markers underlying the various blood groups 
present in western genetic markers and eastern Pygmy groups, Cavalli-Sforza et al. 
(1969) found that Pygmy populations were highly differentiated from other central 
African non-Pygmy populations.

Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1969) also identified major genetic differences between the 
various eastern and western Pygmy populations as well as among western Pygmy 
groups.

• When did pygmy populations diverge from non-Pygmy populations?

• When did eastern and western Pygmy populations split?

Historical aspects



Destro-Bisol et al. (2004) simulated genetic data and found that the ancestral 
maternal lineage split roughly 70,000 years ago into two lineages respectively giving 
birth to Pygmy and non-Pygmy populations.

They also estimated that eastern and western Pygmy groups of populations diverged 
from the ancestral, Pygmy population between 3,000 and 18,000 years ago.

Eastern and western groups of Pygmy populations exhibit major genetic 
differentiation, followed by high levels of pairwise population differentiation 
respectively among western and eastern Pygmy groups.

Verdu et al. (2009) estimated that the ancestral Pygmy population diverged from the 
ancestral, non-Pygmy population roughly between 50,000 and 90,000 years ago.

Patin et al. (2009) found a common origin between western and eastern Pygmy 
groups 20,000 years ago.

Historical aspects



254 wax rolls recordings from the Ubangi and Uele regions (music and language).

Efe pygmy recordings which are the first ever made on their language & music. 

Hutereau (1909-1912)

Historical aspects



Linguistic data
Historical aspects



Hackett, Nothern Bantu borderland survey (1952)

Lese / Efe (CS)

Bira / Bila (Bt) Lese (CS)

Lese / Mvuba (CS) Bila (Bt) Pygmée Nyari (Bt)

Mamvu / Lese (CS)

Aka Pygmées (Mangbetu) (CS)

Aka (compared) (CS)

Mamvu (CS)

Mbo (Bt) Pygmées



Burssens-Schebetsa (1954-1955) Linguistic and Ethnographic mission

Lese / Efe Apawanza (Central Sudanic)

Bira (Bila) / Mbute (Sua) Bahaaha (Bantu)
(restricted number of prefixes)

Mvuba / Efe Mutwanga; Mwenda (Central Sudanic)
Kikianzi (Bantu)

Ndaaka / Efe; Kango Bafwaka (Central Sudanic & Bantu)
Beke (Bantu)

Babelu / Kango; Asua; Aka Bafwasamoa (Central Sudanic)

Budu / Pygmées? Wamba (Tibi); Bafwakuka; Maboma (Bantu)
Medje / (Central Sudanic)



Comparison of the basic lexicon of Eastern Central Sudanic languages

Data



Comparative questions

Efe > Nyali, Bodo Ndaaka, Mbo, Bila (Bantu D)

Efe > Lese Dese, Lese Karo, Lese Obi, Mamvu, Mvuba
Mangbutu-Efe, (Central Sudanic)

Mangbetu-Asua (Central Sudanic)
Is Asua an old form of the Mangbetu-Asua language group? 

3/4 different Bantu groups: C (Liko, Bali); D (Bila, Kango); D (Ndaaka, 
Mbo), D (Bodo, Nyali).

All these languages are in contact with Pygmies.



Bantu C : Liko has class prefixes & suffixes (Asua?)

Is Bali a kind mixed language (Bantu grammar and Central Sudanic
lexicon)? (Asua?)

Bantu D : Bila & Kango have only 2 prefixes (sg. & pl.), Mixed languages?

Ndaaka, Mbo are close to Sua & Efe.

Bodo & Nyali come from the interlacustrine area. They are separated by 
the Lese & Efe territory. 

The differences between the Ituri Bantu languages is obviously the 
consequence of phases of contact between them and the Pygmies. Can we
infer things about borrowing mechanisms and the history of the area? 



Data

Ps field data



Bantu Central Sudanic

Data

Bantu and Central Sudanic comparative lexicons of Ituri languages

Stocks 1988 (Vörbichler) & Ps field dataPs field data, Ichikawa ms & Mumba for *PB



Data

Bantu



Central Sudanic

Mangbutu-Efe

Data



Bantu Central Sudanic

Data

Some zoological names

Ps field data



Zoological names Bantu

Data

Ps field data



Zoological names Central Sudanic

Data

Chimpanzee

Leopard

Daman

Elephant

Buffalo

Okapi

Ps field data



Botanical terms: Terashima & Ichikawa (2003)

Sua (Mbuti) & Bira 94% similarity
Bantu

Efe & Lese 87%  similarity
Central sudanic

Sua (Mbuti) &  Efe 24 à 29%  similarity

This could reflect the trace of an old common lexicon

Data

Traces of ancient common lexicon?



Zoological terms: Ichikawa (1998), Carpaneto & Germi (1989)

Sua (Mbuti) & Bira High level of similarities > 75%
Bantu

Efe & Lese High level of similarities > 70%
Central Sudanic 

Sua (Mbuti) & Efe Low level of similarities < 20%

This could reflect the remains of an old common lexicon

Asua & Efe
In a limited set of correctly identified terms, there is about 40% 
of common vocabulary.

Data

Traces of ancient common lexicon?



Comparative data shows that there is a common vocabulary between
the Asua and the Efe, between the Asua and the Kango but much less
between the Efe and the Kango, Tshwa or Sua.

Analysis of specialized lexicons (botanical, zoological and
ornithological) suggests that - for this part of the lexicon at least - the
Pygmy languages can be divided into two groups which reflect the
distinction between Central Sudanic and Bantu.

Asua appears to be closer to Bantu languages than Efe, which suggests
a contact of which we do not know how old it is.



Sound systems



ⱱ



ⱱ



bv                     à ⱱ í ⱱ í

‘mosquito’



Non-pulmonic consonants in Mangbutu-Efe and Mangbetu-Asua

Labio dorsals (Velaric airstream)

kp, gb

kʙ̥, gɓ

qp, ɢɓ, qɓ

Implosives

ɓ, ɓ̥, ɗ, ʄ



ɛ̄ɛ̀                   gɓ ɛ́             ɛ́                   qɓ ɛ́             ɛ̄ qɓ ɛ́             

‘to do’ ‘two’ ‘belly’



ɛ́                   qɓ ɛ́             ɛ́                  ɢɓ ɛ́             
‘belly’



k ɛ́         b ɛ́    ʔ à ʔ à ú                qɓ á ɛ̀       

‘kebe cuts the tree’



í     ʔ ɔ̂ kp ū í     ʔ ɔ̂ ts ȳ



ú                      kʙ̥ ū ú                       kʙ̥ ū‘head’



In terms of language, the relation between Pygmies and their neighbors 
followed the outcomes of the contacts between the different Bantu groups. 

This situation reflects an ancient schema of contact between hunting gathering 
Pygmies and slash-burn agriculturalists.

The Efe cluster still needs a detailed investigation to establish the dialectal 
variants of the language (crucial for the comparative work between Central 
Sudanic and Bantu).

Asua shows differences from the Mangbetu languages (at least from a 
morphological point of view). The relation between Mangbetu-Asua and Bantu 
C & D languages needs a deep investigation.



The different Pygmy groups show obvious marks of independent cultural 
features as in music where their vocal (and instrumental) polyphonies are 
radically different from the musical systems found among their neighbors. 

One interesting case is the Djofe from the DR of Congo. They seem to have 
adopted the language of the Boyela neighbors (Mongo) with some idiosyncratic 
features (Hulstaert 1986). Their music is however radically different from the 
systems found in the Mongo area and clearly belong to the Ituri cluster. 

The way to the Southern Twa Pygmies (Zambia and Angola) follows a path 
through the Western rift valley. This would be interesting to evaluate their sound 
systems and establish comparative vocabulary.


